CROSS THE LIMITS AT ATILIM!

Civilizations gather at Atılım! 
More than 500 students from 63 countries are in the same campus along with their different cultures and colors.

Social, intellectual and well-equipped individuals feel the pulse of the world...

A university experience full of festivals, national and international activities... 67 student clubs organizing social, cultural and sports activities...

Become a part of global success!
In Top 4 Foundation Universities in THE World University Rankings 2019.
Only Turkish university in US New Mathematic Rankings,
In Top 4 Foundation Universities in THE Young University Rankings,
In Top 4 among foundation universities in THE Emerging Economies Ranking

Atılım calls you to learn, share and live life to the fullest.
Choose ATILIM to fly to new horizons with your own wings
Industrial Engineering focuses on the design, improvement and installation of integrated systems including people, machinery, IT, hardware and energy. This field uses specialized knowledge and skills in mathematical, physical and social sciences as well as engineering analysis and design principles and methods to determine, predict and evaluate the results obtained from these systems.

Main purpose of the department is to raise graduates who will contribute to science and technology at national and international level and equip students with the knowledge and skills they need to design, model, analyze and manage modern complex systems.

If you are good at foreseeing the future, making use of opportunities, planning, design, cooperation and decision making, this department is ideal for you.

If you foresee needs before requested...

If you foresee needs before requested...

- Industrial Engineering focuses on the design, improvement and installation of integrated systems including people, machinery, IT, hardware and energy. This field uses specialized knowledge and skills in mathematical, physical and social sciences as well as engineering analysis and design principles and methods to determine, predict and evaluate the results obtained from these systems.

- Main purpose of the department is to raise graduates who will contribute to science and technology at national and international level and equip students with the knowledge and skills they need to design, model, analyze and manage modern complex systems.

- If you are good at foreseeing the future, making use of opportunities, planning, design, cooperation and decision making, this department is ideal for you.

Choose ATILIM for Industrial Engineering!

- Student-oriented and project-based education in English
- Accredited by MUDEK for 3 years
- Two application laboratories equipped with ERP, statistics and modeling software and ergonomic devices
- Professional experience with dissertations in two semesters in real companies, on real issues and solutions
- Opportunity to follow up developments and activities in the sector with IESC student club
- Industry-university connection by means of Cooperative Education Program*

*MUDEK: Association for Evaluation and Accreditation of Engineering Programs

Cooperative Education combines higher education with business life, and by this means, equips students with both academic knowledge and work experience.

Job Opportunities

- Our graduates may work as an inspector, manager, general manager, counselor in banking sector
- A software analyst, business analyst or software tester in software sector
- In production planning and control, purchase, supply, quality or logistics departments of automotive companies
- In ministries, municipalities, and other relevant public institutions
- In many departments, including but not limited to quality or production planning, of fast moving consumer goods sector.